
Friday, January 21, 2022 
 
Thank you Graham, Havaa’s dad, for your inquiry into finding reputable, at-home Covid tests! 
 
There are a lot of purchase limits out there for at-home covid tests, so while I haven't yet found a place to just 

order unlimited tests, I've found a number of sources from which the school or families could order at-home 

tests for themselves. I've included links and relevant information. All the tests in these links are tests that are 

approved by the FDA under its Emergency Use Authorization.  

 

I also cross-referenced some lists from Wired and the Wirecutter, both of which provide some useful links to 

places tests can be purchased, although many of those are major pharmacies which may be out of stock. All 

the places I could find that were offering to sell tests in bulk to organizations were selling the tests for at least 

$10 more per test, so that's kind of a non-starter.  

 

And if cost is an issue for anyone, it looks like people can be reimbursed by their health insurance provider for 

up to 8 at-home tests per person per month.  

 

On/Go (box of two tests): $24.99 at DemeTech.com (no noted limit); direct from manufacturer for $24 per box 

(*up to 80 boxes in one order*); $30.00 at ro.com up to 1 bulk box of 20 tests for $300 

iHealth (box of two tests): $19.80 at iHealthlabs.com (no noted limit) 

FlowFlex (one test per box): $9.99 at CVS (limit 6 per order); $9.89 at WellBefore (limit 12 per order); $7.99 

at Target (limit 5 online) 

QuickVue (2 tests per box): $23.99 at CVS (limit 6 per order); $24.95 at WellBefore (but currently sold out) 

BinaxNOW (2 tests per box): $23.99 at CVS (only in stores--sold out in most metro locations, but some in 

Farmington as of this email) 

 

People can also use automated shopping sites and apps to help keep them apprised of when tests come into 

stock, and then snap them up at that point. There's a decent article summarizing the use of these sites and 

apps over at CBS.com. I'm inclined to try out FindACovidTest.org and an app called Honey to see how it goes.  

 

 

https://www.fda.gov/medical-devices/coronavirus-disease-2019-covid-19-emergency-use-authorizations-medical-devices/in-vitro-diagnostics-euas-antigen-diagnostic-tests-sars-cov-2
https://www.wired.com/story/best-rapid-at-home-covid-19-test-kits/
https://www.nytimes.com/wirecutter/reviews/at-home-covid-test-kits/
https://www.theverge.com/22891974/covid-test-kits-purchase-reimbursement-insurance
https://www.theverge.com/22891974/covid-test-kits-purchase-reimbursement-insurance
https://shop.demetech.us/products/covid-19-antigen?variant=41050573504688
https://www.letsongo.com/shop
https://start.ro.co/ro/covid-test/online-visit/3000
https://ihealthlabs.com/pages/ihealth-covid-19-antigen-rapid-test-details?ref=1mc1jj8e8y
https://www.cvs.com/shop/flowflex-covid-19-antigen-home-test-prodid-823994?CID=aff:100072828:13296373&cjevent=3ae81dd87a6311ec832905310a82b82a&cjdata=MXxOfDB8WXww
https://wellbefore.com/products/flowflex-covid-19-antigen-home-test?sscid=11k6_nd62z&utm_source=ShareASale&utm_medium=Affiliate&utm_campaign=314743&utm_term=1581290
https://www.target.com/p/-/A-84996289?clkid=ebae12b7N6e5211ecaa99e93fd4dc6b50&lnm=81938&afid=The%20WireCutter&ref=tgt_adv_xasd0002
https://www.cvs.com/shop/quickvue-at-home-otc-covid-19-2-test-kit-prodid-467735?CID=aff:100072828:13296373&cjevent=a52468f97a6511ec819705e70a82b820&cjdata=MXxOfDB8WXww
https://wellbefore.com/products/quickvue%C2%AE-at-home-otc-covid-19-rapid-test-kit?sscid=11k6_ndu2m&utm_source=ShareASale&utm_medium=Affiliate&utm_campaign=314743&utm_term=1581290
https://www.cvs.com/shop/abbott-binaxnow-covid-19-antigen-self-test-2-tests-for-serial-testing-prodid-550147?CID=aff:100072828:13296373&cjevent=1475b3de7a6611ec834242c50a82b82c&cjdata=MXxOfDB8WXww
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/covid-home-rapid-test-online-monitoring-bots/
https://www.findacovidtest.org/

